ARKAMYS

BACK FROM #CES2016
ARKAMYS' Experience in Audio Digital Signal Processing

Expert in innovative software & services in audio digital signal processing, ARKAMYS provides 360° Sound for Safety in car and for Entertainment.
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360° Sound for Safety

3D-ADAS Sound Alerts spatialization in the car cabin

« Keep an ear out for new audio-recording equipment capable of matching sounds to a VR user’s point-of-view - France’s Arkamys has already teased one solution. » READ

« Indeed, off the 165 companies showcasing at the official media preview event, about 30% (45 to be exact) were part of the La French Tech, the rallying brand for all those working in the French startup ecosystem, like ARKAMYS, D-Vine, Parrot, […] Videostitch or Withings, to name just a few. » READ

« Sound is an important cue for VR storytelling, which is where French company Arkamys comes in. » READ

« Having filed a patent for sound spatialization back in 1998, French company ARKAMYS is a provider of audio processing solutions for the automotive and telephony industry, with algorithms developed to provide immersive user experiences with true 3D sound effects.” » READ

Enter Arkamys and its 360-degree audio that helps oriented people to what is going on around them, even things outside of their field of view. With an Arkamys soundtrack and the right headphones sound becomes a spatial clue that augments the VR experience. READ

« [A study shows that] auditory cues—exactly like those offered by Arkamys' product—are the best way to alert a driver to danger.” and "We'll be keeping this tech on our radar. » READ
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